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Collection Scope and Content
The Navigation practice journal and Star of Finland (built 1899; bark, 3m) logbook (SAFR 14031, HDC 114) contains figures for chronometer and azimuth readings, parallel sailing, mercator sailing, great circle sailing, middle latitude sailing and time conversion dating from 1896. Formerly stored inside the front cover were six typed carbon pages of answers to questions on crew members' duties.
From page 124 to 132, the volume contains logbook entries for the STAR OF FINLAND (built 1899; bark, 3m) on August 29, 1919 gravel was loaded for ballast in Alitak, Alaska. Daily entries mention work of crew, weather, cargo, sails. The vessel departed for San Francisco on September 19 and arrived on October 4, 1919.

**Collection Arrangement**
This is a single item collection with six typed pages inserted.
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